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Abstract

ANALYSIS OF THE IMPACT OF PEA APHIDS ON YIELD OF CANNING

PEAS BY MEANS OF A REGRESSION AND A SIMULATION MODEL

The goal of these investigations are the study of the "problem" of the

pea aphid Acyrthosiphon pisum HARRIS in the frame of an agroecosystems

approach to the pea crop. The main interest was the interaction of the pea

aphids with their hosts (Pisum sativum L.). Thereby the degree of injury

had to be investigated. An additional question was if the frequent chemical

treatments could not be reduced or even omitted.

In the years 1984-86 aphids were released in several densities in

microplots in the northeastern part of Switzerland. 0, 5, 10, 20 or 50 adult

pea aphids were released per microplot (1 m2) and left there for 100 pea

aphid degree days («larval development time; temperature threshold =

5.7°C). The density of the reproducing aphids was determined on 3 plants

per m2 3 days after the beginning of the release experiments and

immediately before the chemical treatment. The yield per plot was then

plotted against the maximum aphid number, maximum aphid units

(feeding equivalents to adults) and aphidload (potential aphid feeding day

degrees). The data were pooled by transformation to relative yields with

respect to the yield of the control plots. These release experiments served

on one hand for Statistical curve fitting of partly nonlinear regressions and

on the other hand to validate the dynamic Simulation modeis of the pea

crop (control) and the coupled crop-aphid model.

Statistical modeis: Different regression modeis describing the

relationship yield - aphid density were fitted. A new theoretically founded

model the so called "balance" model: Y = 1 + pr[l-exp(-p2-X)]

-p3-[l-exp(-p4-X] (where Y: relative yield, X: aphid density, pi, p2, p3/ P4

fitting parameters), was compared to the frequently used linear model.

With that new model all types of injury - insect density relationships

described by PEDIGO et al. (1986, Ann. Rev. Entomol. 31:341-368) can be

fitted. The balance model was then compared with the exponential,

extended exponential, Gompertz and the logistic yield decline modeis. The

balance model considers the phenomena of compensation (or Stimulation)

and consumption explicitly. Therefore and because the fit to the observed
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data was best with the balance model it was considered superior to the

others. The maximum yield loss caused by pea aphids was found to be 15%

using the above mentioned Statistical regression modeis. Small aphid
densities provoked even a small (statistically not significant) "over-

compensation".

Dynamic Simulation model of pea crop growth: To describe the yield
formation process of the pea crop a plant growth model was developed. It

contains the carbohydrate metabolism of pods, leaves, stems, nodules and

roots and is essentially based on the modeis of GUTIERREZ et al. (1984,

Ecological Modelling 26:231-249) and BAUMGÄRTNER et al. (1985, Acta

Horticulturae 184:111-122). The Simulation model computes first the total

demand for growth and maintenance, then it modeis photosynthesis by a

demand dependent functional response relationship and finally the

available assimilates are partitioned following a hierarchical priority

scheme to the different populations of organs. Daily maximum and

minimum temperatures and global radiation are needed as input variables.

The model predicted the field data of the years 1984-86 satisfactorily for the

needed purposes. Not all yield reducing factors like dry periods are taken

into account though.

Aphid population model coupled with the plant growth model: The

developed aphid model is essentially based on the model proposed by

GRAF et al. (1985, Z. angew. Ent. 99:453-465). This model describes the

dynamics of adult apterae, adult alatae and larvae. The following processes

are modelled: temperature dependent development, fecundity based on

temperature and supply-demand ratio, mortality due to predation,

immigration derived from suction trap catches and emigration dependent

on population density and hostplant State. The supply-demand ratio is

computed by division of the host's total supply by the total demand on

carbohydrates of aphids. The former is added to the plant's total demands

and is therefore included when Computing photosynthesis. The aphid

populations of the coupled modeis were compared to observed aphid

densities. The simulated aphid densities correspond well to the observed

natural populations. The validations based on the aphid populations and

pea yields of the release experiments suggest a more complicate aphid-plant

interaction. The impact of high aphid densities on pea yield were more

important than predicted with the coupled Simulation model. In the model

not included factors like drought, moisture stress, high N fertilizer dosages



are discussed as additional influences on the aphid-plant interaction. The

comparison of the Statistical and the Simulation modeis shows as expected a

better fit for the former. Though with the Simulation model we have now

a tool to investigate all sorts of hypothesis on plant growth, aphid

population dynamics and their interaction.

Conclusions: Considering the Statistical analysis as well as the results

of the coupled Simulation model we conclude that the "problem" of the pea

aphid has been overestimated for years. Only under particular situations as

droughts, high N fertilizer dosages or years with very low occurrences of

antagonists special attention has to be spent on pea aphids. Such years of

risk are not very frequent in Switzerland (1-2 during 10 years). When using

resistant varieties, improved forecasting and providing optimal growing

conditions, almost all chemical controls of the pea aphids can be omitted.

The discussion treats the sometimes doubtful division in pests and

nonpests, and the investigations for estimating the degree of injury and the

mechanisms of compensation. A soil moisture submodel seems necessary

to generalize the pea crop model and to improve the realism of the

modelled interaction with pea aphids. Finally the perspectives of automatic

data recording, "Computer experiments", model collections, Software for

modelling and Simulation in ecology (and agriculture) and agroecosystems-

analysis are briefly discussed.


